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MIMATING.THE RELUCTANT STUDENT: STRATEGIES AND TEACHING
OATERIALS

Letts imagine we'.re visiting a classroom in an urban,school. The rdom

is arranged informally, and there are several Interest centers-- In science

. ,

and math and social iiudies --'and there is a comfortable reading'cprner with
l

lots of books and cushion*. Yoy expect-.to see modern_instructional_approaehes _

working smoothly and effectively. But what is going on? Two boys are putting

crayons in the fish tank on.the science table. A girl is writing rude comments

on an SRA kit. There is a wrestling match going on under the social studies

table; a plump girl lispessly pulls a comb through her tangled hair; several

people are talking and laughing while lying on theCr stomack: The teacher

wanders aimlessly around saying "Here are your reading books. It's time for

reading now." ND onelistens; she holds out the books ,4ith all the success

of the poor little match girl who couldn't sell her matches and froze to death.

What has gene wrong? It cOuld be a ccmbinatien of many things. But it

is quite likely that the teacher

(

as failed in what Brian Frieder calls the

"least developed" of a teacher's roles: he role,of moeivator. He argues

that teachers are trained to state objec Ives, they rearn how to plan, to

evaruate but .they are not taught ways to develop a desii to learn in their

students. And all the other`skils and activities a tOJcher engages in may

come to nothigo if students have no interest in learning.

What I am saying may be especially significant for a teaCher in an urban

school. Some people feel that if we can only diagnose a student's needs and

design a program in terms of his or her goals and capacities, the student will

at once begin wOrking away. But we may be leaving a number of significant
o

things out.of our programs. It is so easy to go from A diagnosis of needs

4
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and capacities to the appropriate worksheet Or page to an, indexed card in

a learning kit. 'B t these.resources for many chil4ren. may have-no

motivational vaiue at.all. The child may Just s'ir there and stare., even though

the material Is at the proper level of difficulty and meshes.neatly with the

pattern-of needs shOWn-by a standardized, validated-, and properly midasized

test.

Why does the child-Just sit there, even though there are- promises of

three,whole M and M's if he oreshe completes the tqork? It may be because

the makers oficits and compilers of workbooks haven't considered how such

research findillgs might be applied to teaching materials. So today I'm going

to discuss some of the elements and conditions that do seem to affect moti-

vation -- and show you what materials for an urban program might look like

if they were developed from the perspective of research.

First, let's look at a basic element in learning theory that goes

back to E. L. Thorndike. I'm going to start by asking you to help me:

Let's look at Example One.

EXAMPLE 1

The packet (for an eleventh-grade American literature class) contains

several examples of Chants by North American Indians. The student is to answee

questions about the meaning of the chants, the use of repetition, the use of

metaphoirs apd similes fPorf nature, the reygious implication of the chantS,G

etc. Then the student is asked to choose one.of the suggested activities..
4

One suggestion is that the student write a chant of his or her awn In the

Indian fashion. One student wrote the following poem:



WE KNOW THE SOUND OF THUNDER DOES NOT COME FROM THE HAMME1ONGS

OF GODS
411,

WE KNOW THE LIGHTNING IS NOT .SPARKED FROM SACRED ANVILS.

BUT THERE IS MORE THAN SKY:AND EARTH BEYOND US, THERE IS

SKY WITHIN

WHAT OF THE MUFFLED-THUNDER HIDDEN THERE?

WHAT OF THE SUDDEN LIGHTNING?

If you received this poem froM a student,-what kind of comment would you write?

Write it below.

NdW follow the instructions at the end Of the example, and wTite a comment on

the poem.

like to hear some of your comments. Certain kinds of commerits can be much

more motivating than others. Thorndike, Skinner, and the behaviorists would stress

the importance of praise as a reinforcer. Paulini-Aars has done research that

indicates there is a positrve correlation between creativity and a teacher's showing

a personal interest in a student's ideas. Did you use the word "I" in your comments?

In a fascinating study by E. B. Page, a large number of students in junior and

senior high school were given objective tests. One-third of the tests were handed

back wittl'only a letter grade om them; one-third were re'turned ivith a stereotyped

comment such.as "excellent" or "good"; and one-third of the tests were returned with

a personal comment, designed to encourage that ,particular student. The students

were then given a second objective test. Which tudents showed the greatest im-

provement on the second test? The group whi'ch had received encoUraging personal

comments on the first test. Even those who had received stereotyped cOmments out-

performed those whd had received one letter grades. I feel another Outcome of

this study is especially worth thinking about. The greatest improvement of all .

was found in the failing-students who had, received encouraging personal notes.

5



omments are important but I Would also like to suggest'that a packet sUch as

this contains certain motivating elements in its content. D. E. Berlyne has done

research indicat-ing that novel elements in a learning situation engage attention
, .

and arobse curiosity;, the Indian chants in.theMselves could provide a novel reading

experience and result in.a different-R1rmi-t4 wTiting exercise.'

To summari-ze, it-may well-be e-mIstake to assume that the satisfaction of

completing a task is sufficient for motivating students. Don't forget the personal

touch -- don't- leave warmth, enthusiasm, and the "I" out of your response to a

student's efforts.

, -Good teachers have used techniques of reinforcement for thousands.of/Yeatz.s.-

4 The Roman Quintill'an used to give childTen a cookie bakfd,in the form of .letter

of the alphabet after a child could-recognize the letter. But Thorndike explored
k.

another eleMent in motivation which had not been so widely used beTore. His re-

search and that of others would indicate that --

Let's look a$ Example 11.

(This is called stimulating curiosity, another element in mOtivation.)

Red Question 1.

EXP)MPLE 11

Below are several examples from real \life of efforts by teachers to motivate

their students. In each imstance, check th"eipotivating factor that you feel is

most important in the situation'.

1. In a speech class, a teacher Sets up a role-playing situation. A

prospective employer asks a student what his interests are ard what he

likes'to do. Them the same student sits down with a girl (or boy) friend

and answers the same questions. The role-playing is followed by a discussion

of how situations determine the vocabulary and leNiel 1.0 language we might use.



Which. motivational element do you feel the teac

in developing this exerciSe?

Emotional involvement

Student interest

Student goals t

Incentives

. 5.

wAsmost cOncerned with

11. A history teacher wants to help students realize what life was like

before the lndusvnial Revolution. The teacher darken's the room and lights

candles. A red bulb is lit to represent a'fireplace. The,teacher instructs

various children to chop wpod or spin wool or get water from a well.

This teacher is appealing to:

Curiosity

Emotions

Activity drive

As soon as parti,cipants have an answer, give the best answer:

X student goals

Point iiut other answers are also possible, but Student Goals is probably

the best (getting a job,Nmaking points with a girl or boy friend).

Then read Question 11.

As soon as participants have checked an answer, give the best answer:

X emotions (Most comprehensive answer In this case).

The motivating element 1 have.used here is called "Immediate Feedback." The

.group has not had to wait to learn what I considered to be the best answers.

There is a great deal of research (by French, Ange/1, and others) which indicates

that ieedback or knowledge of results helps to improve a student's perfo ance, with

Immediate feedback usually more effective than that which is delayed. /tOne advantage
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of programmed learning ond kits for individualized instruction is that they

generally provide for immediate feedback.) So don't keep papers for i week or a

month -- a great deal of incentive can be lost if you do.

Now let's look at another theorelical approach to motivation. Clark Hull and his

followers believed that a teacher shoUld arouse a need forrlearning in students and

that in turn, such a need would develop a drive for learning. No learning, accordin

to Hull, would take' place unless there-was such a drive.

Our Third Example, based on Hull's work, might be used in a mathematics class

when decimals are being taught.- Students would be told that if they learn to use

decimals they can keep personal and business accounts and might even learn to make

out an income tax and save $50.00. As practice in using decimals, they'll keep the

books for a camera shop named after the school. Who knows when they might want to

know how to keep books?

Hand out commercial bookkeeping sheets.

s'N 'EXAMPLE 111

In a packet, students receive instructions for bookkeeping or these may be

given orally. Then they are given a sheet such as the following:

NEW SCHOOL CAAERA 'COMPANY

SALE PRICE

,Pentax FIE Camera (automatic 35 mm.)

Canpn AE-1 35 mm. Camera

Strobe with 4-way bounce, 65° angle

Polaroid S-X 70 Sonar one-step.Camera

Polaroid One-Step Camera

Color Print Film 400 ASA

$278.99

332.99

39.99

179.99.

26.99

1.69



PURCHASE.PR(CE

1000 Rolls of Color PrInt'Flim

e-
100 Frames

10 Mini-Pocket Cameras

24 E3asic Strnbe Lights

They are given the following instructions:

/, $1063.25

199.99

88.44

111.72

On the bookkeeping page, make the following entries, finding the

balance after each entry. Start in with 0 balance.

Sale: 6 rolls of color print film

Sale: 2 Polaroid one-step cameps

Purchase: .50 frames

Sale: 1 Pentax ME camera

11 roles of color print film

Purchase: 12 basic Strobe lights

And so on.

What is the balance at the end of the day?

Thiskind of practical, vocationally-oriented exercise has proved to be much

more effective in classrooms than a page of review problems from a workbook.

Example 1V represents a6ther learning theory that has been based al a,great

deal of research. Gestalt or cognitive learning theory. The Gestalt psychologists

ave theorized that human beings are dissatisfied with that which is incomplete

and unfinished and that the organism seeksfor wholes and patterns and inter-
s

relationships. A number of studies havls shown that,/if tasks are interrupted, in-

dividuals are anxious t 'o'return to complete the task and that an unfinished task

or unsolved problem interferes with learnings of other kinds.

'



So if you t4ant a student.to do more than reading or perhaps read a certain

book, it might be a good idea to present only part of a story and let the student

find the magazint or book to finish the story. Don't make the rest.of the story

too hard'to find.

Let's look at an example in Number Four.

EXAMPLE 1V

This is just a brief summary-of what might be used as an ."interrupted"

story. It is froM the book Jesse-by Jesse Owens and Paul Neimark. For an in-

structional situation, I would present it at greater length and more dramlecally.

The 1936 Olympics were held in Berlin. Adolf Hitler 'and the Nazis

were in power, and Hitler had proclaimed that his German athietes,-as

members of "the master race," were surierior to any athletes in the

world. He constantly boasted that Pits tall, blue-eyed, blond track

team would vangUish the "inferior" Americans:

The American track and fi d team was made up mostly of blacks.

"We were everything Hitled hated, Jesse Owens, a member of the team, has

written. Jesse,Owems had broken world records in the 160- and 2007yard dashes

and had broken the world broad-jump recor . But Hitler argued that he had found

a racially pure superman, an athlete named z Long. Luz Long had trained all his

life for the Olympics and for just one event hg broad-jump.

Jesse Owens wTites: "When I first set foot in Berlin's hUge stadium on a

muggy August day, I felt a strange, ominous chill run through me:as my &yes

scanned the athletes from oOer countries and then stopped cold on one who was wearing'

the GerMan uniform. I kriew it was Luz Long. And he was indeed a suprene example

of Aryan perfection. Taller than I, was by an inch, maybe tw ...a perfectly
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proportioned body, every lithe, pulsating muscle-stunningly canpressed and honed

by tens of thousands of hours of sweat and determination."

Then broad-jumping trials began. Each-athlete had three tries to make the

qualifying 'distance: twenty-for feet, six inehes. Luz Lomg jumped first.

He made it the first time. 'Y u're lucky this is practice," another athlete

said. "If they were measuring what Long_dIdtt_mi.ght be a new record."

Then it was Jesse Owens' time to jump. He hadn t jumped less than twenty-
..

five feet, even in practic;% fer ,two years. And his first jump seemed to be good.

Only he had fouled. In his eagerness to show 'Luz Long and Hitler what he

could do, he had been careless in measuring his steps and had gone over the.take-

off board.

"Foeget it," Jesse Cwens told himself. "You've fouled before. There are
4

still two jumps left."

He jumped again. And he fell short by three inches. He had jumped less than

twenty-five feet. And he hadn't done that since high school!

off my turn!" he screamed inside.

He tried to get off by himself. But a reporter stopped him.
A

"Jesse, is it true that Hitler-walked out of the stadium on you?'?the reporter

asked. He pointed to Hitler's plush box in the first row center. It wai glaringly

empty.

"I don't know." Jesse answered.

"I saw Hitler leave before your first Practice jump. A doup.le of German

athletes said that Hitler had made a vow not to lbiok at you in action. Crazy?"

Was Hitler crazy? Jesse Wondered. He had one jump left. And almost no time

to get ready for it.

. "What if -- what if what if I 'didn't qualify?" The thought wenf through

Jesse's mind. "Hider won't look so crazy, then..."
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Jesse tried,to fight this feeling. "But," he writeS. 'One cell at a time,

panic crept into my body.

Any minute recw, they would call his name. Me walked back into the broad-

jump areA. He heard.a name called. His.

He closed his eyes. One of his knees touched the ground.

'Jesse Owens!'

The loudspeaker called his name for the last time.

If any of you want to know what-happened, yOul 11 have to read the book.

. Now-we'll.iook at reserach cOncerned with Specifi,e elements,

:

Tather ehan that associated with' broanEt-thebries of learnipw

Berlyne has been concerned with provoking curiosity as a means of motivating

students and has done research indIcating-that stulpits- who take a pretist and

then are,given information retain more of that Lnformation.than students who re-

ceive the same inYormation withoUt a pretest. Morozova, a Russian scientitt, has

Civocated the use mief stirnulting questions. His examplq: "We have just studied

how plants use chlorophyll and ligA to Carry out chemical reactioeS essential to

their survival. BUt there are plants that survive and reproduce without chlorophyll

and without4esunl(Nht.' Do you know what they are?" Hopef-ully, the students will

seek oUi the-answer. To save some time and effort, I'll tell ybu the answer nOw.

It's "Fungi."

I have provided another such spestion in Example Five.

4
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Questiong Does the order in

first child, second child, eic.)

affect his,peesonallty

charactbristics and his
AK

vocational cKdrice?

Beginning of an answer:

EiA1117 LE V

which a person Is horn in a family (whither

Should vocaoia1.couñs.IoØ consider birth order
when they are advising citenb cdrtc.rnlàg vocational pos.
sibilittes? AltredtAdler argued that rivalries between a
first-both child and children who corn. later were primary,
determinants of personality.- it might be-saidthat Adler;
was observing t highly structured, autocratic Viennese so--
ciety and that his findings would Oft less relevant to a free-i
and-easy, permissive American way of living. Yet Philip;
S. Very and Richard W. Prull have found sem* evidenCel
that AdliffsIdeas about hirth order might be equally up-I
-plicable to Arnerican society.

Karl Konig has related birthorder to ipecific-person
ality types and has described the first-born child 1LS tenci-!
Ins to be a leader,.aggressive, ambitious, and indepartd-
ent. (He saw the second-born child is tending to be more;
casual, less pressured, and the third-born as Sensitive and'
possibly withdrawn. Only children combine the trtits of
the first and thhti-born.) Empirical evidence from a study
of 64 American childrenly Bossard and Boll supported,
Konig's theories =Kerning %first and second-born.

.

Very and Prull read a d ption of the aggressive;
qualities of lawyers and wondered if *first-born child.rert,
whose personalities Seemed to flt the pattern of a iswyer'si
role. -might not tend. tip choose the legal profession. Soi
they contacted a random saMple of 100 Boston lawyers bi
telephone and asked them theirages and the order of their
births.

.4 ".

Then they looked at censits records, as they retired
.that wars and depressions would affect family size. On the
basis ofthese records, they concluded that they would ex-
pect about 37% ofthe 100 lawyers to be first-born.

However, they found that 66 of the 100 were in the
first-born category. (A statistical test indicated this wait
significant at the .01 level.) Only23 lawyers in the sample
Were second-born, and even fewer (8) were third-born. i

Strangely enough, only 3 of the laWyers were only cbild-
ren.

So Very and Just concluded, with proper caution, that
their results tended to support the existenc4 of a relation-
ship between birth order and personality traits. be turn,
personality traits Weald influence vocational ,cholets. Sothe question, "Are you the oldest child in your family?"
might well be mirth *Skins. Especialb if it Is combined
wkh careful Observation and a took at other evidahre.

Retereniw Philip S. Very. and Richard W. Prun,
"Birth Order. PersonalityDevelopment. anAtthe Choice of!%ow.

- 13
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A number of projects could develei) froM a question such las this. (It only

takes one questlon..)k A student might want to explore further the ideas of

Adler p4 Karl Konig. Or a student Itlight want to find out the birth orders of

members of the class and compare their personality characteristics with those

listed by Konig. Or a student might want to read Konig's book and write an essay

on how well he or s fits into Konig's patterns.

In a review of motivation research done in actual classroom ettings,i Richard

Gcirman lists certain elements that lead tO attention and curiosity on the part

of students.. Exarple VI illustrates at beast two of these, conflict and

ambiguity.

In this learning activity, students read two interviews with young professional

athletes who have recently eXperienced failure and are at an uncertain point in

their careers. The articles are too long toliteproduce here, but, if you look

at Example VI, you will find some quotations from the articles.

EXAMPLE V1

Clint Hurdle is a twenty-one-year- old baseball player. Only a year

ago, he was brought up to the major leagues as the 1978 "Phenom." A

year later, he is back in the minor leagues with a .193 batting average.

He was "Once considered a sensational hitting prospect, but now "he has
...

?pressed and got more tight." His timing i off -- "and so are my mechanics."

He refuses to tell the inyrviewer why his mechanics are off. "I know now.

Everybody else does, too," he says, "I'm not going to burn any bridges. I got

a lot of steam, I got a lot of bitterness, but I'm not gonna rip anybody."



A

He thinks about "things I tried to do the past year and a half that 'people

wanted me to do. Things I never should have done."

To deal with his situation, Hurdle has ffeide some decisions.
Nab

'Tye just learned that I've got to be honest with. myself. I'm just,gonna

came out here anti plw,c for me. I'm not playin' for mylwife; playin' for

my folks; I'm not piayin' for my friends. I've got to play this ball gaMe for me."

Tony Chiaverini is a young boxer who had only lost one fight until he was

beaten badly by Sugar Ray- Leonard in a nationally televised fight from Los Vegas.

The fight was stopped by the referee because Chiaverini was taking such a beating.

His four-year-old daughter told him, "Daddy, you've got to throw faster

punches if you want to win."

ChiaVerini feels that a bisic reason for his failure wasthat his opponent

fought a different type ,ckf fight than he expectig and he failed to adapt.

"9 was too straight up," Chiaverini says. "I should heve crpuehed and
I

should have been bobbing and weaVing. Afterward§ you see a lot of things you

did wrong. r should have thrown some hooks. r should have done something be-

sides standing there and getting hit."

Chiaverini feels fie definitely is not through, but he say's% "I've got to

get myself together, regroup and make some changes."

Thinking about the past and future, he says, "Everything I've got, I've .

worked hard for. I don't have a lot of natural talent. One of the reasons I

want to keep fight.ing is that I want to prove you don't have to be a super.star

to be successful. You don't have to be American or All-State or have an

Olympic gold medal. The average guy who wants to work can be successful, too."

I wduld use this kind of material with students who perhaps have little

interest in reading (the majority aria boys, but these materials have appealed
15

to girls, too). If I were using this,A would develop questions about similarities
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and differences in the ways the two men are-hrdling a severe failure' ;xperience.

How does each one look Sack at his failure? Vhere doe's each man piaci the

responsibility for what happened? What steps;are they planning for the future?

'How does this reflect'how each one 4els now abo4 his failure experience?

. Which attitude do you feel might be more prpductive?

If this mateiripl were used in a psychology class, students might compare

what these two athletes are saying with the kindof characteristics that D. C.

McClelland says are representative of those with high achievement motivation.

Actually, both athletes have been more successful recently. A nice- end to-''

the story.

All of my examples so far have used printed material. itit Berlyne has done

research that indicates that students are also ihfluenced by color and rhythm.

In addition, theee is a novel elet'nent in op'ening a packet -- and finding a tape

inside.

I am going to play you the tape of a song I might use in a social studies

class or an English class. The song "Love Story" is by Randy Newman and is sung

by Harry Nilsson. I've g1v4h you the words in Example Seven so you can

along.

Play the taoe of "Love Story"

16



EXAMPLE V11

'Love Story

I like'your brother--
I like your mother
I like you,
And you like me, too.
We'll get-a-preatherT
I'll buy a ring,
We'll have a band
With n accordion and violin
And a tenor who can sing.
You'n me, baby, you n me, etc."

We'll have a lad,
Or maybe win one.
He's got to be straight
Cause we don't want but one.
He'll drink his baby brew
From a big brass ctip,

Soweday may. bePresident
If things loosen up.
You'n me, baby, you'n me c.

I'll take the train into t e tity
Every mornin',
You may be plain, but to me you're pretty
Every mornin',
Some bights we'll go out dancin'
If I'm not too tired,
And some nights we'll sit roniancin'
Watching the late shod by the fire.

When our kids are grown,
With kid4, of their own
Ther 11 send us away
To a little home In Florida
We'll play checkers all day
Till we pass away.

1 '7

-- Randy Newmttn
\
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I would use the Ambiguities in this sibng to develop a discussion --lor

stimulate 'wri tten compOsitIons alout ths. pattern of American life And re-
__

*

lationshilas Randy Newman is describing 'here. I would asR qdestions such as
&

the follow4ng: ,Is this a typical pattern among people you'know? How doe'or-ii

differ froin American life in the past? What.does Randy Newman seem to be implying

about parent-.child relationships? What abbut the depth and quality of life

represented here? Why is the rerrain no longer repeated after the fkrst and

second verses? What does he music suggest beyond the words?

Actually, an extended project on /he world of Randy Newman might be

motivating for some students. And other songs oV his such as "Cowboy" --

could be ese.d effectively with slower students. The use of these kinds of-

1

materiall can also serve goals other than that of motivation. THey can help

students become more aware of what is actually being communicatd through the

world of popular culture around them. An,d this world is an immediate and

pervasive part of their lives.

A great deal of significant research in the area qf motivation has been

concerned with what is called the "level of aspiration" of students. The re-

seacch of'Pauline Sears'and others in 'this field can be summarized as follOws:
1

Students set "levels of aspiration" for themtelves (what they expect to achieve

on a task, fol.' example) and'these levels inflUence what they attempt to do.

Students who have had success experiences in school tend to set their levels

of aspiration somewhat higher over a period of time and have i realistic

expectation of what they.will do on a learning task. Students who have failed

or tend to get low grades generally have expectations that are unreasonably

low or unrealistically hrgh. They don't seem to expect an average grade.
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4'
Either it's "I'll fail this test, I know" or it's "This time I'll make an A."

Some students with prolonged experiences of failure refusi to set any goals

. at all.

Pauline "Seam recommonds-Cieveying learni-ng experiencet desilned'to take

into account the individual student's level Of aspiration. For the student

with realistic expectations, she would suggest materials that the student can

master but which would have an element of challenge. Material that is too

easy-is frequently rejected by this kind Of student. For the student who had not

had success, she would suggest material the student can master without too much

difficulty so he or she can have a series of positive experiences. She has also

stressed verbal and written encouragement from the teacher, and counseling with
)1*

the teacher and perhaps others.

An individualized instructional program provides many opportuntties for taking

into attount the level -of aspiration of each individual student. Example V11.1

is a real-life illustration of how a teacher individualized asstgnments about

-John Steinbeck, taking into account individual Abilities and expectations.

EXAMPLE V111

Individualized Assignments on John Steinbeck

Level One (for slower students and those needing success experiences)

Reading Assignment Of Mice and Men or The Red Pony (both'short, written

simpl and clearly)

Projects: Included art'projects such as constructing miniature

stage settings for stories: Also included watching

film and comparing film and book (for challenge).
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Level Two (for average students)--

Reading The- G4es of Wrath (a long book but,interesting) :

Projects: 'included \readings about dust bowl and depresssion
\

peri4

Compari-scsn of-

Drawings of. characters from book, such as Ma Joad.

Level Three (for above-average students)

Readin§ Assignment: East of Eden (more complex than The Grapes .of Wrath,
1

which could also be chosen by these studen.xle

Projects: Study of the book a4 a mythical

Comparing the book with basic ideas of Freud.

Essay on whether the book is a failure, as-some critics

have said.

Comparison of film and book -- "differences, streggths,

and weaknesses of both forms.

Success yet challenge, too. Now let's look at something challenging

that might be used with bright students to develop problem-solving skills or to

help with criticat reading.

,Perhaps yousaw this in The Reader's Digest, where it was- labeled 84 "The

'All-Time Greatest Puzzle," but.it has been around for a long time in one form

or another. After all, a-railroad fireman is one of the characters. I've given

you both the puzzle -- described by The Digest as an "absorbing mental challenge"

-- and the answer. But try tO solve the puzzle first.
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The Smith-Jones-robinson Ctassic

19.

On a train, Smith, Robinson, and Jones are the fireman, brakeman, and

engineeer, but not respectively. Also abIrd the train are three businessmen

who have the same names: A Mr. Smith, a Mr. Robinson, and a Mr. Jones.

1. Mr. Robinson lives in Detroit.

2. The brakeman lives exactly halfway between Chicago and Detroit.

3. Mr. Jones earns exactly $20,000 per year.

4. The brakeman's nearest neighbor, one of the passengers, earns6

exactly three times as...much as the brakeman.

5. Smith beats the fireman at billiards.

6. The passenger whose name is the sanie d5 the brakemanls, lives in

Chicago.

WHO IS THE ENGINEER?

The brakeman, who lives halfway between Chicago and Detroit, also lives

near Mr/ , who earns exactly three times as much as he does. Mr.

can't be Mr. Robinson, as Mr. Robinson lives in Detroit. He ce4n't be.Mr. Jones,

as Mr. Jones' $20,000 a year isn't divisible by three. Therefore, the brake-

man's neighbor mospe Mr. Smith.

The passenger whose.name is the same as the brakeman's lives in Chitago.

He can't be Mr. Robinson, as Mr. Robinson.lives in Detroit. He can't be

Mr. Smith, as Mr. Smith is a neighbor of the brakeman, who fives halfway between

ChiOgo and Detroit. Iherefore,' he must be Jones.

Therefore, the brakeman',s, name DS Also Jones.

Smith beets the fireman at billiards, so the fireman must be Robinson.

is
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(Note: This is "Smith," nor "Mr, Smith.")

Therefore the engineer Is Smith.

20.

This might seem too much of a challenge, but a/ least it would arou0,

interest. AO might make students more awarp of the significance of certain,

details in problems or situations.

Is competition or cooperation more motivating for students? Actually,

there is no clear-cut answer based on research. Some studies would support

the use of one approach, some would support the 'other. Richard M. Gorman has

stated/that "A deciSion on which to use has to be made on grounds other than

reasearch."

Although I do not have the support of research, I have deYided to give

An example of a cooperatiVe effort that.Motivated students.
I am doing this

because there is a danger In many classrooms that cooperative efforts might be

ignored or neglected. One boy using a workbook in math told me, "Just once

in a while, I'd like to work with other people. I feel so alone."

The cooperative effort I'm going to describe was part of the curriculum

in a classroom in a poverty area. Some of the class had been studying the

westward movement and the teayher suggested the.class write.and give a play

about the period. The students decided to present a play about the discovery

of gold at Sutter's Mill'In California, which resulted in the gold rush in

the forties of the last century. A committee of students started /o wTite

the play. The students interested in art designed and painted the setting,

others took care of furniture, propos, and costumes, and those interested in

science were made responsible for the lighting effects.

9e)

/
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As the play began, we found variOus -settters sitting around a real

_

coel-

oil lamp in Sutter's.Mill. They talked about the hard trip West by covered

wagon and shook their heads"over the problems of deserts and balky oxen and

Indiaps. Then they talked about how lonely.California was. This was followed

by a'pregnant pause. Finally, Mr. Sutte said, "I've got to go outside -- for

something" There were knowing giggles from the audience.

'1Take the coal-oil lamp," Mrs. Sutter commanded. "You might fall in the

-dark."

Mr. Sutter left the room.

"Can you hear the mill-wheel?" a character asked.

.There was a loud squeaking sound.

"That's the mill-wheel." Mrs. Sutter announced.
-

Suddenly Mr. Sutter bUrst into the room. He had a large rock covered With

gold foil in his hand.

"Gold!" he shouted. "I've.discovered gold. I almost fell over it on

my way out back."

"Gold!" Screamed Mrs. Sutter, throwing out her arms. "We're rich. We're

rich."

Everybody else said, "Gold," in varying tones of enthusiasm.

Then everyone was still. Mr. Sutter cleared his throat.

"Now we'll have a gold rush," he announced.

It toy not have happened quite.that way, but who'knows? Why quibble?

Maybe it did. However it happened, everyone was enthusiasti.c about the play,

the acting, and the real coal-oil lamp. Whether this aCtivity quite fits into

the pattern of research on motivation or not, I was watching enthusiastic,

motivated children who had reached their goal. And who knowswhat gold they
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might have discovered13

-Have I aroustd Interest; curiOSIty, peesented an appropriate challenge?

Research won't help me now. The answer Is up to-you.
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